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Abstract
Plant modeling has been an interesting topic in computer graphics for decades because of the
growing demand for realistic plants in video games or movies. It also attracts researchers in crop
science to digitize real plants for scientific research. However, a plant is a hard object to model due
to its irregularity in shapes and complexity in structure.
In this thesis, we present an automated non-parametric system, which reconstructs a high-
quality 3D dense point cloud for plants from video inputs that are taken in a casual setting. The
input data can be easily collected using an ordinary hand-held camera or phone camera in a daily
environmental setting, by slowly walking around the plant. And the resulting dense point cloud
is comparable to the original image when reprojected back. The system can run without any
additional inputs while also providing users with flexibility for advanced settings.
To build such a system, existing systems for plant modeling lead us to image-based modeling
methods. Under the context of image-based modeling, related components such as Structure from
Motion(SFM), Multi-View Stereo(MVS) or 3D Object Segmentation, are explicitly analyzed with
preliminary experiments that were performed individually on the plant objects. The results show
that simple combination of existing work does not generate satisfying results when modeling a
plant.
To solve this problem, we proposed a non-parametric gentle segmentation algorithm based on
a novel combination of these approaches that can preserve the detailed structure of plants as much
as possible while cleaning the noisy point cloud that ordinarily results, yielding a result tending
towards a photo-consistent level when compared to the original images.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Plant modeling has been an interesting topic in computer graphics for decades. Realistic vegeta-
tion, from a small flower or a piece of grass to vast outdoor landscapes, is becoming an essential
component for synthesizing natural scenes. The demand for these realistic scenes is growing quickly
for video games and computer graphics in movies. Apart from that, the problem also attracts re-
searchers in crop science. It enables plants and crops in the field to be fully digitized and stored.
Simulations and measurements can then be performed on the digital copies of real vegetation.
This project is part of the Plants in Silico[32] framework. Plants in Silico (shown in Figure
1.1) is a multi-scale plant engineering platform that integrates computational models of different
levels to revolutionize plant engineering. Plants in Silico seeks to move from largely isolated efforts
to a connected community that can take full advantage of advances in computational sciences
and mechanistic understanding of plant processes, along with their responses to the environment.
This project depends on plant level modeling, serving the need for creating digitized 3D models
of plants, to facilitate further computational analysis for crop production. As it is required for
scientific research, the reconstructed model has to be precise and detailed. We have focused our
efforts on this task.
Plant modeling is still a very challenging problem for both computer graphics and vision re-
searchers. Realistic vegetation in nature is tough to model, not only because of an enormous
complexity in the geometric structures, but also due to a wide variation in appearance. On the
other hand, plants are also difficult to reconstruct using image-based methods. Occlusions often
occur between different parts of the plants and thin structures such as leaves and stems, and pose
a challenging task for reconstruction methods. These obscured structures often contain the most
important details in the plants. Therefore, a detailed and accurate plant model that can be used
in scientific research is hard to acquire through imagery.
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Figure 1.1: The Plants in Silico[32] framework. A framework that integrates multiple biological
levels of computational models together to study crop yielding using interplay between the different
levels. The framework involves four levels, molecule level, cell level, system level, and ecosystem
level.
In this thesis, we present an automated non-parametric system, which reconstructs high-quality
3D models for plants from videos collected with a hand-held camera. The system automatically
handles camera pose estimation without manual calibration, builds a 3D dense point cloud, and
cleans the dense point cloud, down to the object itself. In particular we optimized point cloud seg-
mentation so as to preserve as many of the detailed structures as possible, and also robustly generate
globally consistent segmentation. Since all components in system pipeline are non-parametric and
independent of preliminary assumption of plant structure, this system can be easily used by re-
searchers who have no prior knowledge of the algorithms. Additionally, the system can be used to
reconstruct 3D models of various objects other than plants.
2
Chapter 2
System Overview
2.1 Previous Work on Plant Modeling
Plant Modeling is a well research topic in computer graphics, and many approaches have been
proposed to reconstruct 3D models of trees and other plants. Those methods can be roughly
categorized into following three strategies:
Rule-based procedural modeling Rule-based procedural modeling makes use of generative
rules or grammars for modeling branches and leaves. Prusinkiewicz et al. [18] developed a set of
rewriting grammars to model plant structure based on generative L-systems. Although the rule-
based technique is capable of synthesizing impressive looking plants, it usually requires a high-level
of expertise. Further, the generated plants do not match a given example of a real-work plant.
Recently, Stava et al. [23] introduced a reverse modeling framework that iteratively optimizes the
parameters of a rule-based procedural model based on a similarity measure between input models
and generated models. However, this method is still difficult to use for a non-expert.
User-assisted modeling User-assisted modeling relies on users to interactively create 3D vege-
tation models. Longay et al. [13] developed a sketch-based tree modeling system called TreeSketch,
which lets users control the growth of procedural components over a tablet. Ijiri et al. developed
a system in [11] that models flower petals and leaves by drawing construction strokes. This cate-
gory of techniques require a large amount of user interaction, often restricted to relatively simple
geometry and topology. Furthermore, they are not able to reproduce exact plant reconstructions.
Data-driven modeling Data-driven modeling collects data directly from real plants to construct
the 3D model. Such data could take various forms depending on types of equipment. Typical input
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includes RGB images captured with cameras, point cloud scanning with a laser scanners, or RGB-
D images with a device like the Kinect. Equipment varies in experimental settings for collection;
some may be expensive to get or may be hard to integrate with the environment where the plant
grows, such as greenhouse or field, and thus may risk destroying the plant. Among those options,
image-based modeling takes advantages of easy-to-get equipment, quick setup and is supported by
mature research in computer vision community. Dense reconstruction for a detailed structure is
also achievable. However, plants often have self-occlusions and inaccessible parts, slim petioles or
stems, thus making image-based plant modeling a tough problem. Quan et al. [19] proposed a
semi-automatic pipeline for image-based plant modeling. The pipeline uses image-based techniques
to reconstruct leaves but involves trained users to model branches. Other object reconstruction
pipelines have been widely studied in computer vision and graphics community, but not specially
modified to handle plants as objects. An exemplary pipeline for general reconstruction purpose is
the Multi-View Environment(MVE) [5] system developed by Fuhrmann et al. which consists of a
camera which inputs a set of input images and outputs a surface triangle mesh.
2.2 Requirements and Design Intuition
The ultimate goal of this project is to integrate the plant modeling system into the Plants in
Silico[32] platform so as to facilitate computational research in crop science which we might target
at non-expert users who need to produce precise results for research. For instance, one use case
would be estimating crop production through photosynthesis simulation by ray tracing sun light
casted on digitized plants.
Requirements In pursuit of achieving this goal, the system design needs to have the following
guidelines:
1. The 3D reconstruction should be as accurate to the exact plant as possible.
2. The reconstruction pipeline should be robust to various kind of plants.
3. Complex user interaction with computer vision parameters should be avoided for non-expert
users.
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4. Non-parametric components should be encouraged for ease of operation.
5. Data collection processes should be easy to perform in a green house or the field.
6. Systems should be independently operational but also easy to integrate.
Design Intuition Given the preliminary research from previous existing work, and system design
requirements, the image-based method for reconstruction is the most suitable one for our purpose
as it could produce a highly consistent result with a real plant. Moreover, the equipment is easy to
setup and widely supported by a significant amount of research that generates promising results.
However, it is a challenge for the image-based method to construct areas with inadequate
information such as thin areas like slim branches, or areas hidden by self-occlusion. The change of
lights in different view directions may also affect the results of reconstruction.
Therefore, our intuition is to start with a general image-based reconstruction system, but
optimize throughout the pipeline, to overcome its disadvantages and produce satisfying results.
2.3 System Architecture
Plant model reconstruction is in fact a complex task that involves multiple standalone research
topics such as Structure from Motion(SFM), and Multi-View Stereo(MVS). Figure 2.1 indicates
the architecture of our automated system for image-based accurate plant modeling. Our system
is built and optimized on top of the Multi-View Environment(MVE) [5] system developed by
Fuhrmann et al., which is a tastefully crafted, self-contained, open-sourced pipeline with a few
individual key components.
As presented in Figure 2.1, the system consists of four sequentially connected processes, a
Scene-View Manager that controls data exchange between processes, and a System Manager that
handles input, output, and configuration. We only describe each component in a nutshell in this
section, so that readers have an overall idea of the system workflow. The underlying algorithms
will be covered in following chapters in more detail.
• System Manager. The system manager handles user inputs, delivers outputs, saves logs
and controls running the stages of the system. The system is highly automated; it can run
5
Figure 2.1: System Architecture Overview
on default settings with just input videos and generates the reconstructed 3D models. In
addition to that, it also provides the user with the flexibility to use advanced settings with
a configuration file. It is also possible to run only some of sequential processes at a time, to
continue to the unfinished builds as long as the data produced by a stage is unchanged.
• Scene-View Manager. The scene-view manager controls the data exchanges between pro-
cesses. Our system follows the MVE system’s fashion of organization. For each camera
viewing angle, a view is organized as a folder that contains all parameters or files associated.
The entire dataset is a scene that contains multiple view directories at different angles, and
global settings related to the scene under the folder. The benefits of using MVE’s scene-
view organization includes the efficiency of data update by views, ease to parallelize, and the
ability to leverage a GUI inspection tool named UMVE.
• Process 1: Video Extraction and Scene Initialization. The images are extracted from
the input video and then organized into a scene-view structure that can be easily managed.
Advanced settings provide users with the option to control the frame extraction step, or resize
images when extracted.
• Process 2: Structure from Motion(SFM). The Structure from Motion process takes in
a set of images and produces the camera parameters for each image such as focal length or the
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location of the camera in world coordinates. Advanced settings allow users to escape default
SFM, but directly import bundle files generated with other SFM software like VisualSFM[29]
or Bundler[22].
• Process 3: Multi-View Stereo(MVS). The Multi-View Stereo process takes in a set of
images of the same static scene and uses camera parameters to compute a representation of
its 3D shape; the result is saved in each view as depth image. Advanced settings are available
for keeping meshes, and confidence maps, as a record when computing in each view.
• Process 4: Dense Point Cloud Aggregation and Segmentation. This process takes
color images, depth images, and camera parameters to reconstruct colored dense point clouds.
The generated point cloud is segmented to preserve only the consistent points in the space
of the interested object. Each point is carefully removed to avoid deleting important details
in the structure of the plant. Advanced settings are available for keeping point clouds of
intermediate segmentation results.
2.4 Input Assumption and Data Collection
Our automated system does not require any specific types of equipment, unique environmental
settings, additional measurements or calibration. Thus, it is very easy to acquire input data.
Usually, any hand-held camera with recording function will do.
Our system does have several relaxed assumptions and suggestions for capturing the input
video.
• The plant of interest should static.
• The video is taken by a camera that moves slowly around the plant with a steady trajectory.
• The plant should occupy the image as much as possible to generate high-quality results.
• It is not required to have the whole plant completely in the frame, but most parts should be.
• Camera paths with multiple circles around the plant at different angles or height levels are
suggested to avoid scanning dead zones. Usually, 2-3 circles on various height levels are
recommended.
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• Higher resolution and higher video sampling rate theoretically mean better results, but at
the cost of computational time. Usually, 720p HD at 30 fps will be adequate.
Standard Plants Input Datasets According to above assumptions and suggestions, three
datasets are collected as standard plant input datasets for experiments in following chapter. The
test videos are taken in a room with some random objects in background and a real plant placed
on a table. The videos are recorded by slowly walking around the plant for 1-3 circles using a
iphone6s with camera video setting of 1080p at 30fps. The common length varies from 46s to 80s.
Figure shows 4 random frames in each of the dataset.
(a) Flower Dataset (b) MoneyTree Dataset (c) Bamboo Dataset
Figure 2.2: Standard Plants Input Datasets. Each dataset presents 4 randomly selected frames
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Chapter 3
Structure from Motion (SFM)
This chapter covers the underlying algorithm of Process 2, Structure from Motion (SFM). In
Section 3.1, basic knowledge of SFM is present to readers as a warm-up. In Section 3.2, several
publicly available advanced SFM solutions are introduced, and preliminary experiments are done
on standard plant input datasets using VisualSFM and MVE’s SFM to examine the performance
carefully. In section 3.3, we summarized performance and potential risks of SFM algorithms when
taking plant objects into consideration.
3.1 SFM Basics
In essence, Structure from Motion (SFM) uses a set of images as input to reconstruct the intrinsic
and extrinsic camera parameters. The intrinsic parameters show the focal length and radial dis-
tortion of the camera, while the extrinsic parameters show the camera position and orientation.
This is done by finding stable sparse correspondences between images, therefore as a byproduct of
SFM, a sparse 3D point cloud is generated.
A general a Structure from Motion (SFM) pipeline takes several steps to recover camera pa-
rameters. Initially, features are extracted from 2D images, and are matched between the images at
overlapping areas. Then, a track graph is constructed from the matches, and an SFM sparse model
is solved using the track graph. Lastly, the SFM model is refined using Bundle Adjustment[25].
To handle a large collection of photos with longer tracks better, incremental SFM is proposed.
Incremental SFM is a standard and mature approach where images are added one by one to the
track graph and the graph is repetitively refined by Bundle Adjustment. Figure 3.1 demonstrates
an overview of incremental SFM pipeline. As we are limited here by length, we only introduce key
issues which have significant impacts on SFM performance when processing plant images. For a
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Figure 3.1: Incremental Structure From Motion Pipeline, image credit to [20]
full explanation, we redirect interested readers to [20].
Feature Extraction For every image in the scene, a set of local features is extracted and de-
scribed using a feature extraction algorithm. A good feature should be invariant under radiometric
and geometric changes so that SFM can uniquely recognize them across images[16].
Algorithms are readily available, such as SIFT[14], which provide stable and capable imple-
mentations of this process. SIFT is an example of a particularly robust, and thus widely accepted
system. It is largely known as the most popular choice for feature detection.
However, to phrase it in another way, identifying robust and distinguishable features also means
the location of key points are special, such as corners and edges. Consequentially, rich texture im-
ages tend to have more robust features to match than texture-less images which makes it matching
results often inaccurate in texture-less area.
Feature Matching with Geometric Verification Images are matched according to shared
scene parts. For each pair of images, all detected feature descriptors are matched together between
the images using approximate nearest neighbor. Among those matched descriptors, geometric
verification is enforced to eliminate false correspondences. Since matched descriptors are subject
to epipolar constraints[15], solving a fundamental matrix between image pairs helps to identify
inlier matches. The RANSAC[4] is often used in order to get a robust estimation of epipolar
geometry with noisy correspondences. However, in terms of efficiency, it is important to be aware
that every image is matched to every other image, which results in a quadratic time algorithm.
Note that, feature matching depends on robustly finding the most similar matching descriptors
between one image and another. The concept of ’the most similar’ could be blurry when comparing
among several repeated features.
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Bundle Adjustment After images are registered and triangulated, 2D features are matched to
3D scene points. Bundle Adjustment[25] is used as a further refinement step to optimize track
graphs and scene points. It is actually an optimization problem that jointly refines camera param-
eters Pi and point parameters Xj to minimize the reprojection error E.
E(P,X) =
m∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
σij(‖reproj(Pi, Xj)− xij‖2) (3.1)
where, function reproj() projects scene point Xj to i
th image space, xij is original location of this
scene point, and σij is a loss function to down weight outliers.
Bundle Adjustment is a non-linear least squares optimization problem that can be, for instance,
solved with Levenberg-Marquardt(LM)[26]. However, as for many fitting algorithms, LM finds
only a local minimum which is not necessarily the global minimum. In the context of SFM, local
minimum often cause broken tracks or mismatches to a subsystem.
3.2 Preliminary Experiments
It is not surprising that Structure from Motion as a standalone pipeline has a lot of good imple-
mentations available due to continuous advances made over decades. To list a few:
• OpenSFM[1] is a pure Structure from Motion open-sourced library in Python that builds
on top of OpenCV and has a nice SFM viewer written in Javascript for preview and debug
purposes.
• OpenMVG[17] is another open source project that has implementations for both incremental
SFM and global SFM.
• Bundler[22] is an open-sourced SFM library developed by Snavely, that consists of multiple
useful functions that are connected using a shell script. This is a relatively old implementation
of SFM with limited performance, but the format is well-accepted by the community.
• VisualSFM[29] is a GUI application for SFM 3D reconstruction implemented by Wu, which
offers state-of-art performance with efficient optimization using SiftGPU[27], and Multicore
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Bundle Adjustment[28]. It is not an open-sourced library, but binary files are available for
personal, non-profit, and academic use.
• MVE[5] is an open-sourced library developed by Fuhrmann, and it comes with a default
implementation with incremental SFM.
Among the above standalone SFM options, preliminary experiments are performed on Visu-
alSFM and MVE’s SFM with standard plant input datasets to exam the practicality and perfor-
mance. Both of these two options are easy to integrate, nonparametric at runtime, and offer good
performance. Each of the options is running against three standard test input datasets collected
according to the input assumptions of the system mentioned in Section 2.4.
3.2.1 SFM in Multi-View Environment
The default option coming with the MVE system offers limited performance for incremental SFM.
The default SFM can robustly perform on datasets such as outdoor scenes, statues, or textured
surfaces. However, when taking a plant as a reconstruction object, it is tricky to match scene
points across images because of the repetition in features, especially when the object does not have
enough features to match.
As a result, the camera track sometimes will be disconnected or suddenly turned to another
direction which fails to produce the correct SFM. Figure 3.2 shows how MVE’s SFM performs on
standard datasets. For an object that occupies enough pixels and is rich in features, like MoneyTree,
MVE generates good results. Whereas it fails on Flower in which two separate camera tracks are
produced and scene points are gathered in two distinct clusters instead of a single consistent one.
3.2.2 VisualSFM
In comparison to SFM in MVE, VisualSFM benefits in terms of efficiency, from its Multicore
Bundle Adjustment[28], and further, it refines camera trajectory with much more robustness and
accuracy. It is also more efficient with its parallel implementation, and GPU acceleration obtained
by leveraging SiftGPU[27]. Figure 3.3 shows the successful runs on datasets MoneyTree and Flower.
Although it rarely happens, situations occur when VisualSFM fails to generate consistent cam-
era tracks and scene points at some part of the trajectory. Figure 3.4 demonstrates such a case.
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(a) MoneyTree (b) Flower (c) Bamboo
Figure 3.2: SFM in MVE on MoneyTree, Flower, and Bamboo dataset. Upper left corners show
the SFM reconstruction for whole scenes, main pictures show objects with camera tracks. MVE’s
SFM recovers MoneyTree successfully, however in Flower and Bamboo disconnected tracks result
in 2 distinct object clusters.
(a) MoneyTree (b) Flower
Figure 3.3: VisualSFM on MoneyTree and Flower dataset. Upper left corners show the SFM
reconstruction for whole scenes, main pictures show objects with camera tracks. In both datasets,
VisualSFM generates very accurate camera tracks and consistent scene points.
VisualSFM mismatches the track at the end which also generates noisy scene points when perform-
ing on dataset Bamboo. Restarting the process again may solve the problem as bundle adjustment
does not guarantee global optimality.
3.3 SFM on Plants
Plants are tricky objects on which to run Structure from Motion. In preliminary experiments, we
have shown two major kinds of failures in SFM reconstruction, namely mismatched tracks in Figure
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(a) Camera track and object (b) False track by mismatch
Figure 3.4: VisualSFM on Bamboo dataset. Camera tracks at the end are mismatched which
generates a false sub-cluster.
3.4 and disconnected tracks in Figure 3.2. Their reasons come from various sources.
First, the major cause for failure is due to highly repeated structures in plants such as leaves.
Matching based on these features is a challenging problem, where consistently occurring poorly
matched results lead to inconsistent reconstructions. This is why we consider images extracted
from video sequences,where enough overlapping area in adjacent image frames is guaranteed by the
high sampling ratio of videos.
Second, some plants may have specularly reflecting or featureless surfaces that would potentially
cause no matches or bad matches. Due to the reflection, high dynamic range scenes should be
avoided in order to capture images with similar illumination conditions. As in SFM we only care
about reconstructing camera parameters with global consistency. Adding some texture in the
background to avoid completely texture-less images (e.g., a white wall or empty desk) proves to be
a good way to improve image matching accuracy.
Since bundle adjustment cannot guarantee being globally optimal when refining camera tracks,
accurate camera parameters generated by SFM are essential for Multi-View Stereo. A mecha-
nism should be introduced, to recover precise point clouds, using other methods for camera pose
estimation when parts of the SFM results are unreliable.
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Chapter 4
Multi-View Stereo (MVS)
This chapter covers the Multi-View Stereo(MVS) algorithm of Process 3, during which dense geom-
etry construction is performed. In section 4.1, the basic idea of the Multi-View Stereo problem is
introduced. In section 4.2, the possibility for MVS algorithm to be applied for plant reconstruction
is examined by categories, and two algorithms are selected as candidates for further preliminary
experiments. Section 4.3 summarizes key issues of MVS when applying to plants as objects.
4.1 General Ideas of MVS
Multi-View Stereo(MVS) algorithms take in multiple images and known camera parameters as
inputs and generates the 3D geometry of the scene, such as point clouds, depth maps, or meshes.
(a) Matching image with known cameras, image credit to [7] (b) Recover correct depth, image
credit to http://deliveryimages.
acm.org/10.1145/2010000/
2001293/figs/f3.jpg
Figure 4.1: Multi-View Stereo: recovering 3D geometry with known camera parameters
In Figure 4.1, given a rigid geometry, a unique point in 3D space projected to a given camera
establishes correspondence between the projected coordinates in all images; reversely, with multiple
images at hand and known camera parameters, given a pixel in reference image, this 3D point can
potentially lie on 1D line in all other images, according to epipolar geometry[10]. Theoretically,
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two views should be enough for estimating correct depth, and multi-view settings increase the
robustness of estimation. Therefore, the MVS problem to find out the exact depth for a pixel can
be reformulated into 3 sub-problems.
• Search epipolar line for candidate pixels in all other images, which is a 1D search problem.
• Photo-consistent measure for checking exact match along the 1D epipolar line.
• Visibility estimation for avoiding points that should not been seen as the exact match.
4.2 Preliminary Experiments
MVS algorithms exist in various forms[21], they are differentiable by all kinds of factors such
the photo-consistency function, scene representation, visibility computation, and initialization
requirements[7]. It is not our intention here to go through this in detail; readers may refer to
[7] or [21] if interested. According to output scene representations, popular MVS algorithms can be
roughly classified into 4 categories: depth-map reconstruction, point cloud reconstruction, volume
scalar-field reconstruction, and mesh reconstruction[7].
Considering our input is usually at the scale of thousands of images, scalability is a priority
when handle data at such volume. Therefore, MVS algorithms that scale well, such as depth-map
based, or point cloud based reconstruction, are our main interest.
4.2.1 Patch-based Multi-view Stereo
Patch-based Multi-view Stereo(PMVS) is a popular point cloud based reconstruction method that
was developed by Furukawa et al.[8][6]. The scene is clustered into multiple point clouds with
manageable size. PMVS is an open-source software distributed under GPL.
Figure 4.2 shows the dense reconstruction of the point cloud generated with PMVS on Mon-
eyTree dataset. 1,415,839 vertices are produced with 1739 frames in the dataset. It is very obvious
in (c) of Figure 4.2 that the locations of lots of scene points are not well-estimated and are mixed
up on plant objects, such as yellow points above the plant which should be the ceiling. Also, the
point cloud is not dense enough in regions like leaves, and branches are missing details.
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(a) Overall (Up)
(b) Overall (Side)
(c) Overall (Center Region)
(d) Truncated side view
(e) A detailed leaf
Figure 4.2: Dense point cloud generated by PMVS on MoneyTree dataset, with 1,415,839 vertices.
(a)-(c) shows full generated point cloud from different viewport. (d)(e) shows point cloud manually
cut by half for better view of density.
4.2.2 Multi-View Stereo for Community Photo Collections (MVS-CPC)
The Multi-View Stereo for Community Photo Collections(MVS-CPC) is a depth map based re-
construction method that was originally proposed by Goesele et al.[9] to reconstruct dense point
clouds on community photo collections. A depth map is reconstructed for each view, and can be
easily transformed into a point cloud. Depth maps from all views are merged together to gather
a final point cloud. Depth map based methods have more redundancy than other methods which
preserves more details. The implementation is also directly available in MVE[5].
Figure 4.3 shows the dense reconstruction point cloud generated with MVS-CPC on the Mon-
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(a) Overall (Up)
(b) Overall (Side)
(c) Overall (Center Region)
(d) Truncated front view
(e) Truncated side view
(f) Image (g) Per-view depth mesh (Front) (h) Per-view depth mesh (Side)
Figure 4.3: Dense point cloud generated by MVS-CPC on MoneyTree dataset, with 31,958,494
vertices. (a)-(c) shows full generated point cloud from different viewport. (d)(e) shows point cloud
manually cut by half for better view of density. (f)-(h) shows per view reconstruction for sample
view.
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eyTree dataset. 31,958,494 vertices are generated with 1739 frames in the dataset, which is 22x
more than that generated by PMVS. The point cloud is very dense, and each truncated cross sec-
tion is almost same density as the original image. Therefore, we claim MVS-CPC is a better option
for our own particular task and keeps enough detailed structures for further processing.
4.3 MVS Reconstruction on Plants
Shown in both Figure 4.2 and Figure 4.3, MVS on its own produces very noisy results for plants
compared to other datasets, shown in Figure 4.41. Instead of being single-surface objects, plants
tend to be multi-surface objects, which means there are multiple layers with self-occlusion at the
same viewing point. Noise usually comes in when a surface reaches an edge with an uncertain
depth value. Therefore, plants tend to have much more noise then single-surface objects such as
Der Hass.
(a) MoneyTree (Center) (b) Der Hass
Figure 4.4: MVS-CPC reconstruction results on MoneyTree dataset and Der Hass dataset
Furthermore, we take videos as input where adjoining frames tend to vary little in viewing
angle, which may lead to insufficient information for the texture-less regions, such as the table.
In essence, as introduced in 4.1, MVS is performing photo-consistency measures using 1D search
along epipolar line. So texture-less regions are hard to differentiate, creating depth ambiguity.
Also, as mentioned earlier, the camera parameters reconstructed by SFM are not always accu-
1 Der Hass dataset is available at: http://download.hrz.tu-darmstadt.de/media/FB20/GCC/mve_datasets/
der_hass-20140923.tar.gz
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rate which leads to shifting points in the cloud, which is also a source of noise.
As a conclusion for this chapter, further segmentation is required for dense point cloud generated
by MVS, when taking plants as objects to be reconstructed.
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Chapter 5
Point Cloud Segmentation
In the Chapter 4, the result point cloud of directly applying MVS reconstruction on a plant dataset
are presented. It is obvious that filtering and segmentation are needed before further steps as shown
in Section 4.3. Strictly speaking, the MVS-CPC algorithm in our system only produce per-view
depth maps, however converting multiple depth maps to aggregated point cloud is a solved trivial
problem.
In this chapter, we assume point cloud has already been aggregated thus we only focusing on
non-parametrically segmentation to filter noisy points but preserve details. In section 5.1, existing
works on point cloud segmentation are introduced and compared. In Section 5.2, we proposed an
gentle segmentation scheme to carefully eliminate noisy points but preserve object points as much
as possible. Segmentation results are shown in Section 5.3.
5.1 Related Work
The purpose of object segmentation is to extract useful foreground information and delete back-
ground information. Object segmentation in the 3D context with images or videos takes form in
various ways.
One common approach is to segment 3D models based on 2D segmentation. Per-image segmen-
tation is provided to carve out a visual hull. However, usually 2D segmentation algorithms such as
color model learning[12] or graph-based methods[2] do not handle thin area well, which causes a
potential loss in detailed 3D structures. Recently, Tabb et al.[24] extend the work to handle thin
area well using probability maps, sample results also are shown in Figure 5.1. However, user input
is required for initialization, and thin area can be not photo-consistent with actual width.
Campbell et al.[3] developed an automatic approach for segmentation using Volumetric Graph-
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Cuts. The algorithm iteratively learns the color model of foreground from an image sequence
and applies the color model to segmentation. Color model based methods have assumptions for
background color distribution which cannot always be satisfied. Also, the color model of a thin
area is hard to learn with a limited number of pixels.
Yu¨cer et al.[31][30] proposed an semi-automated object segmentation scheme based on light-
field segmentation which demonstrates very good results, also shown in Figure5.1. The only input
user needs to specify is the bounding box of the object. However, this visual-hull based method
requires intensive compute resources and storage resources, which does scales well.
(a) Silhouette Probability Maps (b) Light-field Segmentation
Figure 5.1: Sample output in related works. Left: image credit [24]. Right: image credit [31]
5.2 A Gentle Scheme for Detail-Preserving Segmentation
We propose a fully automated segmentation scheme that extends the work of Yu¨cer et al.[31][30]
from light-field based algorithm to general point-cloud or depth-map based reconstruction. Re-
dundant or inaccurate points are removed in two steps. Firstly, scene points that belong to the
surrounding environment instead of an area of interest are discarded, so that point clouds are kept
at a manageable size. Next, each remaining scene point is reprojected back onto images to check
photo-consistency. As a result, only scene points located within the region of interest that are
consistent with images will be preserved in the end.
In both steps, detailed structures are preserved as much as possible since none of the elimination
steps delete points biased towards features occuping a large area.
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Point Cloud Composition Revisited While taking a close look at the composition of the noisy
point cloud, it is obvious that all scene points can be roughly classified into following categories
according to the reason it exists:
• Type-1: Scene points of the object in the region of interest that project at the correct space
location. (KEEP)
• Type-2: Scene points of the object in the region of interest that project at the wrong space
location caused by inaccurate camera parameters by SFM. (REMOVE)
• Type-3: Scene points of the environment in the region of interest projected at correct space
locations, such as points on the table.
• Type-4: Scene point of the environment in the region of interest projected at wrong space
location caused by inaccurate depth estimation by MVS. (REMOVE)
• Type-5: Scene points of the environment out of the region of interest. (REMOVE)
Our major concern is to keep Type-1 while deleting Type-2, Type-4 and Type-5. Keeping Type-3
will not hurt the results.
5.2.1 Peripheral Elimination
Taking advantage of having a standard input assumption mentioned in Section 2.4, the region of
interest can be simply rephrased as a region that gets lots of attention while taking the video.
Figure 5.2: Input capture process. Background scene points iterate much faster than foreground
points.
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We denote the distance from object to camera to be R. For demonstration purpose; we assume
the distance from background to the camera to be 3R. According to the simple scene geometry,
the speed of background objects is three times as that of foreground objects, given the same
rotation speed of the camera. Hence, the chance of foreground objects staying in the frame is
approximately three times that of the background. This observation gives us a simple guideline
to filter foreground out of the background with occurrence frequency. In fact, further experiments
show changing background distance from 2R to 4R or more does not alter the results significantly.
A similar observation is also acquired in [31] by Yu¨cer et al., but in a light field context.
Based on above information, the peripheral scene points can be eliminated in an extremely
simple fashion by thresholding occurrence frequency at 0.33 after normalization. Implementation
is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Peripheral Elimination(P, I, C)
1: W ⇐ all 0s with the same size as P
2: for all image Ii ∈ I do
3: camera parameters ci = C(i)
4: for all point pj ∈ P do
5: reprojected coordinates (uj , vj) = pi(pj , ci)
6: if (uj , vj) in image then
7: wj ⇐ wj + 1, where wj ∈ W
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: normalize W to [0, 1] by maximum occurrence
12: for all pj ∈ P do
13: if wj ≤ 0.33 then
14: delete pj from P
15: end if
16: end for
During the first steps of elimination, Peripheral Elimination, only Type-5 is cleared out from
original dense point and limits the scene size only to the region of interest without losing detailed
structures at all. Essentially, this step is equivalent to user input with a defined bounding box in
[31].
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5.2.2 Photo-Inconsistency Removal
After first step of elimination, all the remaining points are restricted into regions of interest and the
only scene points remaining to be removed exist due to either inaccuracy in SFM or MVS process.
Removing such photo-inconsistency points can be simply revised into a space carving problem with
known camera parameters, images, and point locations.
Our solution to this problem is a local voting scheme for photo-inconsistency removal. Our
work is extremely simple and straight forward. Comparing to method in [30], instead of using a
time-based local filtering that uses views shot in neighboring time, we use a location-based filtering
that uses neighboring views directly facing a given scene point to be determined.
Since the standard input assumption in Section 2.4 guarantees a dense sampling of views around
objects, usually to the order of thousands, noisy estimations from a small number of views can be
tolerated by correct estimates from other neighbors sharing similar a angle[30]. Further segmenta-
tion can proceed relying on this idea.
Given a scene point pi in a point cloud P, the major difference between whether it is a noise
scene point or a consistent one lies in whether it causes occlusion problems preventing the point
cloud reprojected to camera as the original image. Cameras close to pi are the most qualified
to distinguish occlusions. Figure 5.3 illustrates how an inconsistent point and a consistent point
reproject to neighboring cameras differently.
Photo-Consistency Measure Whether a scene point is consistent with a pixel in the image
or not is determined by a color-based measurement. Confidence of a point being foreground is
estimated by color-consistency. Assume the color of a scene point pi ∈ P is ~cpi = [cRi , cGi , cBi ].
The scene point is reprojected to pixel (u, v) in image Ij , and the color at that pixel is ~c
j
(u,v) =
[cR(u,v), c
G
(u,v), c
B
(u,v)].
color dist(pi, I
j
(u,v)) = dist(~c
p
i ,~c
j
(u,v)) = ‖~cpi − ~cj(u,v)‖2 (5.1)
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(a) A Consistent Point (b) An Inconsistent Point
Figure 5.3: Comparison for consistent and inconsistent points. Cameras only record consistent
points(green) in images, thus when being reprojected back inconsistent points(white) will disagree
with most of neighboring images.
A threshold θ is applied, where
consistency(pi, Ij) =

pi ∈ F , color dist(pi, Ij(u,v)) ≤ θ
pi ∈ B, color dist(pi, Ij(u,v)) > θ
(5.2)
where F stands for foreground point cloud and B stands for background point cloud. Without any
prior know ledge of point cloud foreground or background distribution, we can assume P (pi ∈ F) =
P (pi ∈ B) = 0.5. And color dist(pi, Ij(u,v)) can be used in further assumptions of distribution. Such
that, given pi ∈ F or pi ∈ B, the probability of color dist is assumed based on Gaussian distribution,
P (color dist|pi ∈ F) =

1 color dist ≤ 0
N (0, θ) color dist > 0
(5.3)
P (color dist|pi ∈ B) =

N (3θ, θ) color dist ≤ 3θ
1 color dist > 3θ
(5.4)
Neighboring View Selection Given a constant percentage α of views being selected in neigh-
boring views IN , and a reference scene point pi ∈ P, the view Ij ∈ I is simply selected if the
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depth when pi reprojected to Ij is top α shortest among all cameras. Depth information is a more
accurate indicator as it is invariant to specific pixel coordinates in different views. α is set to be
0.5 to occupied half of the scene, in which point pi are more likely to be seen directly instead of
being sheltered.
Neighboring View Probability Voting Whether a scene point is a object point or a noise
point can be determined using a probability voting scheme within most neighboring views. By
directly applying Bayes’ rules, a per-view probability Pj(pi ∈ F|color dist) for image Ij can be
estimated with,
Pj(pi ∈ F|color dist) = P (color dist|pi ∈ F)P (pi ∈ F)
P (color dist)
(5.5)
where P (color dist) can be further estimated with,
P (color dist) = P (color dist|pi ∈ F)P (pi ∈ F) + P (color dist|pi ∈ B)P (pi ∈ B) (5.6)
To gather estimations from all views to compute the probability P (pi ∈ F),
P (pi ∈ F) = 1
n
n∑
j=1,j∈IN
Pj(pi ∈ F|color dist) (5.7)
As a summary, the algorithm for segmenting photo inconsistent points can be described in
Algorithm 2. During the second step of elimination, Photo-Inconsistency Removal, Type-2 and
Type-4 are removed by robust estimation of photo consistency using bunch of most directly facing
views. The noise point caused by inaccurate estimation in some views are smoothing out by other
neighboring views with similar viewing angles.
5.3 Segmentation Results and Analysis
The segmented point cloud after each step is presented in Figure 5.4. As demonstrated in the
picture, our algorithm is able to highly photo-consistent results with detailed structures well-
preserved. During first step, scene point out of region of interest are sharply removed; Next,
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Algorithm 2 Photo Inconsistency Removal(P, I, C)
1: prob⇐ all 0s with the same size as P
2: for all image Ii ∈ I do
3: camera parameters ci = C(i)
4: for all point pj ∈ P do
5: reprojected depth dj = σ(pj , ci)
6: if Ii /∈ IN then
7: continue
8: end if
9: reprojected coordinates (uj , vj) = pi(pj , ci)
10: compute color distance color dist between pixel at (uj , vj) and scene point pj
11: compute perview probability viewprob(j, i) based on Equation 5.5
12: prob(j)⇐ prob(j) + viewprob(j, i)
13: end for
14: end for
15: for all pj ∈ P do
16: average probability, aver prob(j)⇐ prob(j)/(α ∗ size(IN ))
17: if aver prob(j) < 0.5 then
18: delete pj from P
19: end if
20: end for
remaining points are reprojected back to original view to generate photo-consistent final results.
Figure 5.5 also shows the vertices pruning rate during each step.
Given a segmented point cloud with such high quality as described, it is a solved trivial problem
to generate a mesh and texture it. Since such tools are already available in the original Multi-View
Environment(MVE)[5], this results can be easily extended to a mesh or a textured 3D model.
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(a) Initial (Up)
(b) Initial (Side) (c) After Step 1 (d) After Step 2 (e) Original View
Figure 5.4: Step by step results of dense point cloud segmentation. (a)-(d) show results for each
step. (e) shows a comparable view with result in (d).
Figure 5.5: Point cloud removing rate during each step. Unit in million of vertices.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
In this thesis project, my main contribution is an automated image-based system for accurate real-
world plant modeling. The system can leverage video inputs that are taken in a casual setting,
including in the field, and produce high quality reconstructed 3D dense point clouds. The input data
can be easily collected using an ordinary hand-held camera or phone camera in daily environmental
setting, by slowly walking around the plant. We have shown in Chapter 5 that we can generate a
point cloud that comparable to the original image. Furthermore, the system is designed to be free
of additional user inputs and settings. Hence it is designed for use by the general public and does
not require expertise in computer vision.
To build such a system, I have explicitly studied existing work at the system level or the process
level, such as Structure from Motion(SFM), Multi-View Stereo(MVS) or 3D Object Segmentation,
to analyze our best way to approach the problem. In each process component, preliminary exper-
iments are done particularly on the plant object using existing works; and results are compared
based on performance. I also carefully analyzed the source of noise in each part to guide the di-
rections for improving overall system performance in terms of accuracy and provide insights for
eliminating that inaccuracy.
To achieve high-quality results, I proposed a gentle segmentation scheme that cleans the dirty
dense point cloud in two steps. As shown in Section 5.3, the segmentation algorithm is able to
generate a clean and dense point cloud without any manual input. And the result point cloud is
highly coherent to original view when reprojected back.
Regarding the future work, further integration can be done to extend the system from generating
a dense point cloud to a mesh or even a textured 3D model. Also, although the current version of
the system is well paralleled, efficiency is still another issue to explore.
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